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Introduction

I Every civilized country provide economic support to those who cannot
who have little or no income (who cannot provide for themselves).

Why?

I optimal utilitarian policy
I it is fair that everyone gets a decent living standard

I Many different poverty programs (in-kind transfers, workfare, welfare,
cash, training ..). To key issues:

I targeting (only provide to those who are really needy)
I incentives at the program; design programs should give individuals

incentives to provide for themselves (efficiency, cost of public funds). A key
question is how transfer to individual i , T

i

should vary with her own
earnings y

i

. If the phase out is high there is a very high tax on welfare
recipients.



Transfers and earnings

I Guaranteed minimum income: T
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0. (Aid to Families with Dependent Children)
I No reduction: T
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0 (Job First)
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, fore income (y + T ) below some level. (EITC)



Budget constraints

Draw on blackboard



A change towards “work first” transfers

In the 1990s, “workfare” reforms became popular

I more generous:
I earnings disregard

I less generous:
I work requirements/activation requirements
I time limits
I sanctions

Examples:

I US: TANF vs AFDC (PRWORA)
I Norway: Single parent transitional allowance (Mogstad and Pronzato

2009)



From partial to no-reduction of transfers as earnings
increase

I Suppose there is a switch from a transfer program with “Partial reduction
of transfers: T

i

= T

0 � 1
3 y (AFDC)” to a program with “No reduction:

T

i

= T

0 (Job First)”: how will it affect earnings y?

I We should expect effects on earnings to be highly heterogenous. Draw
on blackboard.

I Motivates going beyond mean effects to consider effects on the
distribution.



Brief summary of the paper

BGH consider an experimental evaluation of a workfare reform

I random assignment among welfare recipients in Connecticut

Estimate quantile treatment effects (QTE)

I earnings
I transfers
I total income

Document large heterogeneity

I no effect in the bottom
I substantial earnings effect in the middle
I negative effect (on earnings) in the top



The experiment

Statewide waiver program

I Random assignment to Jobs First in Jan 96–Feb 97
I among recipients
I four year follow-up

I Evaluation in New Haven & Manchester

Public use data (MDRC):

I 4,803 single parent cases
I Administrative data on earnings (from UI) and transfer payments

(AFDC/JF and Food stamps)
I Demographic data from pre-treatment interview



Key features of Jobs First

1. Relatively strict time limit
I 21 months (shortest in the US)

2. Work requirement extended

3. Generous earnings disregard
I effective statutory tax rate reduced
I can keep entire welfare benefit until earnings reach the poverty line
I asset limit tripled to $3000

4. Stricter sanctions
I 20%/30%/100% grant reduction at 1st/2nd/3rd violation

5. Several other arguably more minor factors



Predicted responses



Predicted responses



Bottom line

1. Predicted effects of Job First are heterogeneous
I Mean effects may mask positive and negative effects

2. Effects may be quite different before and after the time limit

3. To get at welfare effects, we should consider also transfers and total
income



Validity of the experiment

Things to check (always):

1. Is the treatment assigned randomly: test for differences between
observables at random assignment.

2. Is there differential attrition from the experiment between the treatment
and control group?



Validity of the experiment



Validity of the experiment

Overall good balance, but there are statistically significant differences
between TreatmentT and control groups’ pre experiment earnings and
welfare use.

I Treatment (Job First) group is more disadvantaged (less earnings, more
welfare)

I Important to control for in the estimation.
I Several ways to take account of un balance; include covariates in

treatment regression, use matching, or reweigh sample
I BGH reweigh with the inverse propensity score
I Propensity score p

i

=prob(T
i

= 1 | covariates

i

)); p

i

is low for someone
with a high pre-experiment income. To make the samples more similar
(balanced) put more weight on the observations with low p � score

(weigh with the inverse of the propensity score). By reweighing the
samples (Treatment and Control becomes more equal - in the limit
totally equal)



Time limits
There was a 21 month time limit for Job First - relatively strictly enforced.
Check survivel.



Mean impacts



Mean impacts

I No Significant mean effect in labour supply (earnings). There is a
significant effect on transfers, caused by the first 7 quarters.

I A reduction in transfers in the last quarters (since most of the individuals
at JF are off the program)

I Note that all effects are based on reweighing
I Standard errors of the effect are calculated by a bootstrap method
I The mean effect may be disguised by different treatment effect (as

theory predicts)



The problem

To evaluate a policy with heterogeneous responses, we need to go beyond
mean impacts.

Two alternative questions of interest

1. What is the distribution of effects?
I Can be answered by estimating marginal treatment effects (Heckman, et

al.)
I Requires continuous instrument and/or parametric assumptions

2. What is the effect on the distribution?
I Can be answered by estimating quantile treatment effects
I Useful to test theory and assess policy



Quantile treatment effects (QTE)

Think of a randomized treatment

I
F2 (y) is the distribution of the outcome under treatment

I
F1 (y) is the distribution of the outcome under no treatment

I
QTE (⌧) = F
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QTE with control variables

I If the treatment is completely random, then we can estimate the QTE
using quantile regression for the treatment and control and obtain
quantile treatment effects.

I If treatment and control sample are unbalance in covariates - as here -
the samples must be reweighted. BGH use – also here – inverse
propensity-score weights.



QTE with control variables

Implementation:

1. Estimate the propensity score

1.1 logit with the treament dummy as the dependent variable
1.2 pre-randomization variables as regressors
1.3 predict for each observation (obtain p

i

= probability that i belongs to T

given covariates)

2. Construct the quantiles of the distribution by reweighting

2.1 weight with the inverse of the propensity score
2.2 separately for treatment and control

3. Compare the quantiles of treatment and control group

4. Bootstrap the SEs

A version of this is implemented quite flexibly in the user-written package
-ivqte-



Earnings before time limit



Earnings before and after time limit



Transfers before and after time limit



Summary of results

1. Labor supply
I consistent with theory
I very different from mean impacts

2. Transfers
I again large heterogeneity
I time limits are (mechanically) important

3. Income
I again large heterogeneity
I large impact before time limit
I smaller impact after the time limit, when transfers expire



Concluding remarks

Accounting for heterogeneity is important

I common in economic problems
I income and substitution effects
I non-linearity of the utility function
I non-linearity of the budget

I crucial for welfare evaluation

Welfare reforms

I may be ’globally’ progressive
I but be locally regressive
I fundamental problem with workfare policies



Concluding remarks

Very nice illustration of the general importance of distributional impacts

I But where do we go from here?
I How do we aggregate the effects to make an overall assessment of the

reform
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